Multisystem resiliency moderates the major depression–Telomere length association: Findings from the Heart and Soul Study
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Abstract

Major depressive disorder (MDD) has been associated with reduced leukocyte telomere length (LTL). It is not known, however, whether psychosocial and behavioral protective factors moderate this association. In the current study, we examine whether multisystem resiliency – defined by healthy emotion regulation, strong social connections, and health behaviors (sleep and exercise) – predicts LTL and mitigates previously demonstrated associations between depression diagnosis and LTL. LTL was measured, using a quantitative PCR assay, in 954 patients with stable cardiovascular disease in the Heart and Soul Study. In a fully adjusted model, high multisystem resiliency predicted longer LTL ($b = 80.00, SE = 27.17, p = .003$), whereas each individual factor did not. Multisystem resiliency significantly moderated the MDD-LTL association ($p = .02$). Specifically, MDD was significantly related to LTL at 1 SD below the mean ($b = 142.86, SE = 56.46, p = .01$), but not at 1 SD above the mean ($b = 49.07, SE = 74.51, p = .51$). This study suggests that MDD associations with biological outcomes should be examined within a psychosocial–behavioral context, because this context shapes the nature of the direct relationship. Further research should explore the cognitive, neural, and other physiological pathways through which multisystem resiliency may confer biological benefit.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Major depressive disorder (MDD) plays a significant role in the development of aging related disorders (Evans et al., 2005; Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 2002), including cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Musselman et al., 1998), immune disorders (Irwin and Miller, 2007), and early mortality (Arfken et al., 1999; Schulz et al., 2000). Key biological pathways in the pathogeneses of these diseases have also been linked to depression, including insulin resistance (Winokur et al., 1988), glucocorticoid resistance (Pariente and Miller, 2001), inflammation (Miller et al., 2009), oxidative stress (Robert, 2000), and cellular aging (Wolkowitz et al., 2010).

In recent years, increasing attention has been directed to the role of cellular aging in health, indexed in part by leukocyte telomere length (LTL) (Epel, 2009; Wolkowitz et al., 2010). Telomeres are protective DNA-protein complex caps at the ends of chromosomes, and shortening of the telomeric DNA repeat tracts is associated with increased risk for aging-related diseases. The cellular enzyme telomerase adds the telomeric TTAGGG repeat sequences onto the ends of telomeres, counteracting or delaying shortening during cell division. If telomeres become critically short, normal cells commonly enter a senescent state, marked by overproduction and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Blackburn, 2010). Telomeres are not solely biomarkers of disease, as experiments in rodents implicate telomere shortening and lower telomerase activity as causes of mitochondrial damage, increased oxidative stress, and damage to tissues (Jaske et al., 2011; Perez-Rivero et al., 2006; Sahin et al., 2011).

To date, several studies have associated either current MDD (Hartmann et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2006; Wikgren et al., 2012) or history of MDD (Wolkowitz et al., 2011) with shorter telomeres in healthy patients. Additionally, our recent work suggests that both diagnosed depression and depressive symptomatology are related to shorter telomeres in patients with coronary heart disease (Hoen et al., 2011). Protective intrapersonal, interpersonal, and behavioral factors that mitigate the associations between MDD and LTL remain unexplored. A large literature highlights key psychological, social, and behavioral features that predict physical health. In the current study, we examine the independent and combined associations of such key features with telomere length.
and in moderating the depression–telomere length association. We’ve recently proposed that emotion regulation, social connections, and healthy behaviors can combine to moderate associations between psychological distress and cellular aging (Puterman and Epel, 2012), and we test this proposal in this study.

1.1. Emotion regulation

There is significant work demonstrating the links between psychological traits such as optimism/pessimism (Brummelt et al., 2006; Giltay et al., 2004; Maruta et al., 2002; Scheier and Carver, 1987), hostility (Smith et al., 2004; Tindle et al., 2009), and mastery (Mausbach et al., 2007; Pudrovskia et al., 2005) with physical health outcomes, including telomere length (Brydon et al., 2011; Epel et al., 2006; O’Donovan et al., 2009). One important candidate pathway linking psychological traits to health outcomes is emotion regulation (John and Gross, 2007). It is well established that poor emotion regulation strategies, such as emotion suppression, are associated with autonomic arousal and cardiovascular disease (Gross and Levenson, 1993, 1997; Kubzansky et al., 2011) and thus relevant constructs for links with cellular aging. However, no studies to date have examined emotion regulation and telomeres.

1.2. Social connections

Social connections are important to health (Cohen, 2004; Uchino, 2009). Socially isolated individuals are at increasing risk of cardiovascular disease (Barth et al., 2010; Shankar et al., 2011) and early mortality (Steptoe et al., 2013). Social connections especially benefit those experiencing elevated psychosocial distress (Cohen and Wills, 1985; Hawkley and Cacioppo, 2004; Uchino, 2006). Recent studies suggest that married individuals (Mainous et al., 2011), those with healthy social ties (Uchino et al., 2012), and those with greater perceived social support (Carroll et al., 2013) have longer telomeres. Whether social connections are related to telomeres in individuals with heart disease or whether it can modulate the relationship between depression and telomere length remains unexplored.

1.3. Healthy behaviors

Forty percent of mortality is attributable to health behaviors (McGinnis and Foege, 1993; Mokdad et al., 2004). Health behaviors include multiple domains, such as physical activity, diet, sleep, smoking, alcohol intake, seatbelt use – to name a few. Of interest to the current study of depression and telomere length, physical activity and sleep have individually been shown to compound or mitigate the effects of psychological distress on health-related outcomes. For example, psychological distress (i.e. depressed or stressed) is related to higher circulating interleukin-6 levels (Rethorst et al., 2011), shorter telomeres (Puterman et al., 2010b), and higher fasting glucose (Puterman et al., 2012) in physically inactive participants but not in those who are active. Research in rodents also suggests that sleep deprivation alters biological stress responses that shape biological health (Meerlo et al., 2002; Sgoifo et al., 2006) and these effects appear to extend to humans as well (Meerlo et al., 2008). While current research demonstrates that physical activity (Cherkas et al., 2008; Ludlow et al., 2008; Werner et al., 2009) and sleep quality (Liang et al., 2011; Prather et al., 2011) are directly related to telomere length, little is known about how these health behaviors combine with other resiliency factors to moderate the relationship between psychological distress and telomere length.

Examining these relationships in isolation may enhance understanding of the specific biological mechanisms through which each factor protects individuals from disease development. However, examining multisystem resiliency – how these factors that span systems (intrapersonal, interpersonal, and behavioral) work in concert – may prove to be of equal or more important clinical significance and utility (Puterman and Epel, 2012). Resiliency comes in many intrapersonal and interpersonal forms, including ways of coping and responding to emotions, health behaviors such as physical activity, sleep, and diet, and social features of connections with others (Rufff et al., 2012). These factors tend to cluster together naturally in people (Low et al., 2011; Sun et al., in press; Taylor and Seeman, 1999), which makes the cluster perhaps more phenotypically representative. There is growing interest in examining a combination of psychosocial and lifestyle factors as resiliency that decreases disease risk (Agrigoroaei and Lachman, 2011; Low et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2000). Recent work by Lachman and colleagues (Agrigoroaei and Lachman, 2011) found that combining psychosocial and behavioral resiliency factors, specifically social connections, physical activity and sense of control, moderates the relationship between socioeconomic position and cognitive functioning.

No studies have examined how emotional regulation, social connections, and healthy behaviors combine and how they are related biological outcomes, or how they confer biological benefit to those with MDD. Thus, in the current study of patients with stable heart disease (Whooley et al., 2008), we test whether these three factors, independently or combined, are directly associated with longer leukocyte telomere length. In addition, we test whether the previously demonstrated link between MDD and LTL (Hoen et al., 2011) can be moderated by multisystem resiliency.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The Heart and Soul Study is a prospective cohort study designed to examine the mechanisms through which psychological factors predict risk of CVD events and mortality in patients with stable CVD. Administrative data were used to identify outpatients with documented CVD at two Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Centers (San Francisco VA Medical Center and the VA Palo Alto Health Care System, California), one University medical center (University of California, San Francisco), and nine public health clinics in the Community Health Network of San Francisco. The protocol was approved by the appropriate institutional review boards (Committee on Human Research, University of California, San Francisco; Research and Development Committee, VA Medical Center, San Francisco; Medical Human Subjects Committee, Stanford University, Stanford, California; Human Subjects Committee, Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, California; and the Data Governance Board of the Community Health Network, San Francisco). All participants provided written informed consent. Eligible patients had known CVD documented by at least one of the following: a history of myocardial infarction, angiographic evidence of ≥50% stenosis in one of more coronary vessels, prior evidence of inducible ischemia by treadmill or nuclear testing, or a history of coronary revascularization. A total of 1024 participants were enrolled (age range: 45–90 years) and methods are described elsewhere (Whooley et al., 2008). Telomere length was assayed in 954 participants. Of these, two did not have a structured clinical interview, and four did not have complete data on predictors of interest. This left 948 participants for the present analyses.

2.2. Procedure

Study participants were instructed to (1) not use aspirin for 1 week, (2) not eat for 12 h (except for medications, which they were instructed to take with water), and (3) not smoke for 5 h.
before their study appointments. At their appointments, participants donated morning blood samples, completed standardized questionnaires and medical histories, and underwent a resting echocardiogram to assess cardiac function.

3. Materials

3.1. Outcome

Telomere Length. Methods of the telomere length assay in The Heart and Soul Study have been described previously (Farzaneh-Far et al. 2010). According to standard procedures, genomic DNA was isolated from the peripheral blood leukocytes that were stored at −70 °C. Purified DNA samples were diluted to a fixed concentration of 3 ng/ul. A quantitative polymerase chain reaction-based assay measured the relative mean LTL. This assay compares the mean telomere repeat sequence copy number (T) to a reference single copy gene copy number (S) in each sample. Standard curves were derived from serially diluted reference DNA. The T/S ratio was calculated from the average quantity of the reference DNA found to match with each experimental sample for the concentration of the targeted template (for T: telomere repeats, and for S: beta-globin gene). The inter-assay coefficient of variability for LTL measurement was 3.7%, and the intra-assay coefficient of variability was 2.5%. Staff conducting assays were blinded to knowledge of depression status. The equation for conversion from T/S ratio to base pairs, derived from comparing T/S and telomeric restriction fragment (TRF) by Southern blot analysis of the human primary fibroblast cell line IMR 90, was base pairs = 3274 + 2413*(T/S).

3.2. Predictor variables

(a) Emotion Suppression. In the current study, emotion regulation was assessed with the four-item Emotion Suppression Scale from the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Gross and John, 2003). Example items are “When I am feeling negative emotions, I make sure not to express them” and “I control my emotions by not expressing them,” rated on a 5-point scale from 1 = strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree. Lower levels of suppression are thought to reflect a more adaptive emotion regulation profile. Items were summed and the composite score was standardized (Cronbach’s alpha was .79).

(b) Social Connections. The widely used 12-item short form of the Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (Cohen et al., 1985) measures levels of perceived social support on a scale from 1 = definitely false to 4 = definitely true. Higher summed values suggest greater social connections (Cronbach’s alpha was .86).

(c) Health behaviors. The Heart and Soul Study evaluated physical activity and sleep quality, and these are included in the present conceptualization of health behaviors that may combine to promote behavioral resiliency. An averaged score of standardized physical activity and sleep quality was computed. (1) Physical Activity. Participants rated a one-item question describing how active they were over the previous month, including activities, such as brisk walking, swimming, general conditioning, or recreational sports, that were done for at least 15–20 min. Participants selected one of six options, from 0 = not at all active, 1 = a little active (1–2 times per month), 2 = fairly active (3–4 times per month), 3 = quite active (1–2 times per week), 4 = very active (3–4 times per week), 5 = extremely active (5 or more times per week). This single item physical activity measure has previously been shown to be a strong predictor of subsequent cardiovascular events among cardiac patients with high depressive symptoms (Whooley et al., 2008). (2) Sleep quality. Sleep quality was assessed with a one item question, “During the last month, how would you rate your sleep quality overall?” on a five point scale from 0 = “Very bad” to 4 = “very good”. Physical activity and sleep quality were standardized and averaged for a Healthy Behaviors factor.

(d) Multisystem Resiliency. The standardized scores for emotion suppression, social connections scale, and healthy behaviors were averaged to capture multisystem resiliency. Higher values for multisystem resiliency indicate low emotion suppression, stronger social connections, and healthier behaviors.

(e) Assessment of Depression. Presence of MDD in the past month was diagnosed according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, criteria. We used the modified Computerized National Institute of Mental Health Diagnostic Interview Schedule (CDIS-IV), a structured and validated interview designed to yield psychiatric diagnosis (Robins et al., 1981). Trained research assistants administered the interview during the appointment.

(f) Covariates. Confounders included: (1) sociodemographic factors (age, education level achieved, sex, race; completed with standardized questionnaires); (2) medication use (statins, aspirin, antidepressants, angiotensin receptor blockers, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors; participants were asked to bring their medication bottles to the study visit and current medications were recorded by study staff); (3) self-reported comorbid conditions (hypertension, congestive heart failure, stroke, diabetes mellitus, asthma); (4) body mass index (kg/m²); measured by trained technicians according to a standardized protocol; (5) current smoking status (yes/no); and (6) resting left ventricular ejection fraction (echocardiography using an Acuson Sequoia Ultrasound System with a 3.5 MHz transducer (Siemens, Mountain View, California).

4. Statistical approach

We used Pearson correlations, t-tests, and Chi square tests to compare covariates in those with versus without current MDD. We also used Pearson correlations and t-tests to examine the association of the covariates with LTL. Next, we regressed LTL on multisystem resiliency, first in an unadjusted model and then in a model accounting for covariates [Step 1: sociodemographics (age, gender, education and race); Step 2: health conditions (self-reported morbidities of hypertension, congestive heart failure, stroke, diabetes mellitus, asthma); Step 3: medication use (statins, aspirin, antidepressants, angiotensin receptor blockers, and/or angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors); and Step 4: BMI, smoking status and resting left ventricular ejection fraction]. We also tested the independent effects of standardized emotion suppression, social connections, physical activity, and sleep quality as independent variables in the same model, both in an unadjusted model and a model including the four groups of covariates. Next, we tested whether mean-centered multisystem resiliency moderated the association between MDD diagnosis and LTL by following the method outlined by Cohen et al. (2003), and followed the analyses with simple slope tests at one standard deviation above (+1 SD) and one standard deviation below (−1 SD) the mean of multisystem resiliency. We further tested the log-odds of being in the bottom 25% of leukocyte telomere length compared to top 75% for those with a MDD diagnosis compared to no diagnosis at −1 and +1 SD of the mean of multisystem resiliency. All analyses were performed with SPSS version 20.0.

5. Results

Participant characteristics for those with versus without a MDD diagnosis are presented in Table 1. Participants with MDD were more likely to be younger, female, diagnosed with diabetes, current smokers, taking anti-depressants, and to have a higher resting left ventricular ejection fraction (all p-values <.05). Depressed
participants also had significantly shorter telomeres (adjusted for age and sex), significantly weaker social connections, poorer sleep quality, and less physical activity (whether examined as categorically with chi square statistic or considered continuous with t-test), and had a lower multisystem resiliency than those who were not depressed. Longer telomere length was significantly associated with younger age (r(948) = .18, p < .001), higher resting left ventricular ejection fraction (r(948) = .09, p = .005), no history of stroke (r(944) = 2.77, p = .006), and use of daily aspirin (r(934) = −3.17, p = .002). Evaluation of correlations among resiliency variables revealed those with greater social connections had higher levels of physical activity (r(948) = .21, p < .001), better sleep (r(948) = .27, p < .001), and lower emotion suppression (r(948) = .25, p < .001). Better sleep quality was associated with greater physical activity (r(948) = 12, p < .001) and lower emotion suppression (r(948) = 16, p < .001). Greater physical activity and low emotion suppression were marginally correlated with a small effect size (r(948) = .06, p = .09). Zero-order correlations between each factor and the combined resiliency factor ranged from .43 to .77.

In the unadjusted model, greater multisystem resiliency was associated with significantly longer LTL (B = 0.10, p = .003), and this result was unchanged in the fully adjusted model (B = 0.10, p = .003). Multisystem resiliency contributes approximately 1% to the variation in telomere length, similar to that of resting left ventricular ejection fraction but less than age (4% of variation in the current model). As seen in Table 2, Model A, in the fully adjusted model, a one standard deviation increase in multisystem resiliency was significantly associated with a 80 base pairs increase in LTL. We further examined the odds of being categorized in the bottom 25% versus top 75% of LTL in the sample as a function of multisystem resiliency. A one-unit increase in multisystem resiliency predicted a 36% greater likelihood of being in the top 75% of LTL (B = .31, odds ratio = 1.36, p = .02, 95% CI = 1.06, 1.74).

When examining each variable independently in an unadjusted model, however, social connections and sleep quality were not significantly associated with LTL (B = .02, p = .62 and B = .03, p = .35, respectively), whereas low emotion suppression (reversed; B = .06, p = .08) and physical activity (B = .06, p = .06) were marginally associated with LTL. Table 2. Model B presents the results of the fully adjusted regression model examining the associations of LTL with emotion suppression (reverse scored), social connections, physical activity and sleep quality. Emotion suppression (B = .02, p = .51), social connections (B = .04, p = .23), physical activity (B = .05, p = .12) and sleep quality (B = .06, p = .09) were not significantly independently associated with LTL in the model adjusted for demographics, comorbid medical conditions, medication use, and other health behaviors/status. Next, we tested whether the relationship between MDD and LTL was moderated by multisystem resiliency. We included all covariates from the previous regression models in the moderation analysis. Results indicated a significant moderation effect of MDD-LTL association by multisystem resiliency (interaction B = 148.12, SE = 63.06, p = .02). At high levels of multisystem resiliency (1 SD above the mean), MDD was unrelated to LTL (B = 49.07, SE = 74.51, p = .51). At low levels of multisystem resiliency (1 SD below the mean), a diagnosis of MDD was related to an average 142 less base pairs compared to no MDD diagnosis (B = −142.86, SE = 56.46, p = .01). Additionally, at low levels of multisystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDD diagnosis</th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No (N = 743; % = 78.4)</td>
<td>Yes (N = 205; % = 21.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>68.2 (10.5)</td>
<td>61.7 (10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, no. (%)</td>
<td>629 (84.7)</td>
<td>143 (60.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, no. (%)</td>
<td>448 (60.3)</td>
<td>123 (60.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²) mean (SD)</td>
<td>28.29 (5.31)</td>
<td>29.01 (5.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status, current no. (%)</td>
<td>131 (17.6)</td>
<td>58 (28.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes no. (%)</td>
<td>184 (24.8)</td>
<td>66 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke no. (%)</td>
<td>104 (14.0)</td>
<td>28 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure no. (%)</td>
<td>125 (16.9)</td>
<td>37 (18.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension no. (%)</td>
<td>525 (70.8)</td>
<td>145 (70.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma no. (%)</td>
<td>111 (14.9)</td>
<td>42 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins no. (%)</td>
<td>490 (66.8)</td>
<td>119 (58.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin receptor blockers/angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors; no. (%)</td>
<td>385 (52.5)</td>
<td>102 (50.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants no. (%)</td>
<td>78 (10.6)</td>
<td>99 (48.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.49 (1.68)</td>
<td>2.05 (1.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all active, no. (%)</td>
<td>129 (17.4)</td>
<td>47 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A little active, no. (%)</td>
<td>161 (21.3)</td>
<td>46 (22.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairly active, no. (%)</td>
<td>108 (14.5)</td>
<td>33 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite active, no. (%)</td>
<td>119 (16.0)</td>
<td>28 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very active, no. (%)</td>
<td>175 (23.6)</td>
<td>30 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely active, no. (%)</td>
<td>91 (12.2)</td>
<td>21 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep quality (mean, SD)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.08)</td>
<td>1.74 (1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good, no (%)</td>
<td>38 (5.1)</td>
<td>27 (13.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep quality (mean, SD)</td>
<td>38.52 (7.05)</td>
<td>33.16 (7.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social connections mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.62)</td>
<td>−0.32 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multisystem resiliency mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.53 (538)</td>
<td>5411 (489)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Leukocyte telomere length’ (base pairs), mean (SD) | |
| 5453 (538) | 5411 (489) | |

* Adjusted for sex and age.
resiliency, MDD diagnosis was associated with a 91% increase in the odds of being in the bottom quartile of LTL (odds ratio = 1.91, p = .01, 95% CI = 1.15, 3.16). At +1 SD, MDD was not associated with the odds of having short telomeres (odds ratio = 0.83, p = .63, 95% CI = 0.39, 1.77). Fig. 1 illustrates the moderating effects of multisystem resiliency of those with and without a depression diagnosis. To examine whether these effects were driven by one particular factor, we followed with a set of four final analyses predicting the log-odds of being in the bottom 25% of LTL as a function of MDD at −1 SD and +1 SD of the mean of each factor alone. Similar to the models with the multisystem protective profile score, at −1 SD of low emotion suppression, social connections, physical activity and sleep quality, MDD significantly predicted increased odds of being categorized in the bottom quartile of LTL (odds ratios = 2.50, 1.72, 1.77, and 1.67 respectively, p < .05). At +1 SD above the mean of each factor alone, MDD was unassociated with the odds for being in the lowest quartile of telomere length, suggesting that each factor is contributing to the moderation effect of the multisystem resiliency, with the strongest apparent effect for emotion regulation.

6. Discussion

In the current study, we found that multisystem resiliency, defined by lower emotion suppression, stronger social connections, greater physical activity, and better sleep quality, was related to longer telomeres, while the individual factors were not by themselves associated with telomere length. Multisystem resiliency also moderated the association between MDD and LTL, with current depression associated with significantly shorter telomeres in those with lower resiliency, but not in those with higher. This suggests that a combination of psychosocial and behavioral factors may protect against cellular aging, particularly in those with depression.

6.1. A multisystem approach

The findings from the current study support a multisystem approach to understanding biological resiliency to distress and adversity. As seen in Fig. 1, multisystem resiliency is especially important to those with a current diagnosis of depression. Our results provide evidence that emotion regulation, social connections, and healthy behaviors are integral components of resiliency that can potentially guard against the deleterious physical effects of distress (Puterman and Epel, 2012). Key salutary aspects of the emotional, social, and physical selves promote healthy physiology, but in particular buffer from adversity of stress and depression. While our results are cross-sectional in nature, a large literature exists demonstrating the moderating effects of social connections on biological outcomes in distressed individuals (Cohen, 2004; Uchino, 2009). And while the benefits of physical activity have long been established (Hamer et al., 2012; Haskell et al., 2007; Penedo and Dahn, 2005), only more recent findings indicate that physical activity buffers the effects of psychological distress and depression on biological regulatory processes, such as immune function and insulin resistance (Puterman et al., 2010b, 2011; Rethorst et al., 2011). Similarly, good sleep is integral to adaptation to stress (Meerlo et al., 2002, 2008; Sgoifo et al., 2006). To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate the moderating potential of healthy emotion regulation on a biological marker of stress in depressed individuals.

Multisystem resiliency may alter a myriad of pathways, interrupting a cascade of harmful effects that accelerate cellular aging. Multisystem resiliency may counter the effects of distress by impeding stress responsivity at various levels, from the cognitive and emotional through neural activation, and more downstream physiological responses. Emotion regulation, social connections, physical activity, and sleep may enhance the experience of positive affect, reduce negative affect, and modify cognitive processes such as rumination that are directly linked to depression (Nolen-Hoeksema and Davis, 1999; Puterman et al., 2010a). Physically active depressed and non-depressed individuals also experience increased positive affect after exercise (Wichers et al., 2012). Good sleep buffers the relationship between stress and negative affect (Hamilton et al., 2007) and adaptive emotion regulation is related to increased positive affect, decreased negative affect, and less perseverative thinking (Davidson et al., 2000; Gross and John, 2003). Negative cognitions and emotions can cause neurobiological changes that lead to activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis and sympathetic–adrenal–mediulary axis. This
increases inflammation and reactive oxygen species, accelerating loss of telomeres by increasing cell turnover and DNA damage (Wolkowitz et al., 2010).

From a neurologic perspective, adaptive emotion regulation and social connections also reduce activity in brain regions associated with depression that induce autonomic, neuroendocrine, and inflammatory responses (Eisenberger et al., 2007; Lieberman et al., 2007; Slavich et al., 2010). Engagement in a single episode of physical exercise and maintenance of a physically active lifestyle are also related to neurologic changes that can reduce the stress response (Colcombe et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2007). Furthermore, physical activity leads to increases in the expression of genes that encode brain-derived neurotrophic factor, a promoter of neural plasticity (Dishman, 2006; Vaynman et al., 2004) that is typically decreased in depressed individuals (Martinowich et al., 2007). Examining studies of downstream biomarkers, depressed individuals have greater levels of reactive oxidized species (Szuster-Ciesielska et al., 2008), insulin resistance (Winokur et al., 1988), and circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines (Schiepers et al., 2005). In contrast, individuals with greater social connectivity (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2010), healthy emotional regulation (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2002; Kinnunen et al., 2005), physical activity (Goldhammer et al., 2005; Leeuwenburgh and Heinecke, 2001), and good sleep quality (Prather et al., 2009; Simpson and Dinges, 2007) have lower levels of these harmful biomarkers. These studies suggest that this combination of protective factors could prevent the chain of stress-induced changes that lead to decreased telomere length.

While in general, people with depression likely have low levels of these positive buffering factors (68% of depressed participants were in the bottom half of multisystem resiliency), it is notable that a significant percentage (32%) of depressed individuals were still able to maintain average or high resiliency. Severity and frequency of stressors and social connections early in life may shape the expression and development of these resiliency factors in adulthood (Repetti et al., 2002; Shonkoff et al., 2009). Yet, it may be feasible to promote this protective triad in people with depression. Interventions have already tested components of this model. A physical activity intervention can reduce depression to the same level of Telome Health Inc., a diagnostics company related to telomere analysis, and may propel us to better understand the biology of depression and biology, and our findings suggest that our current approach, comprised of the essential features of emotion regulation, social connections, and health behaviors, was significantly associated with longer telomere length and moderated the association of depression and telomere length. Many studies show that psychosocial and behavioral factors alter relationships between depression and biology, and our findings suggest that our current understanding of depression–disease links may be stronger or only present in those with unhealthy lifestyles, poor social ties, and maladaptive emotion regulatory skills. Previously obscured results may be revealed by considering such a multisystem, moderation analysis, and may propel us to better understand the biology of aging.

Third, we included physical activity and sleep quality in our measure of healthy behaviors, however, poor diet is also evidenced to exacerbate the negative health effects of stress (Dallman et al., 2005; Eipel et al., 2000, 2011). Diet information was not available in the current study. We suggest that, when data is available, a composite for healthy behaviors should include diet in addition to physical activity and sleep, especially when examining the moderation effects of healthy behaviors on the relationship between psychosocial distress and health.

Fourth, our adaptive emotion regulation factor of “low emotion suppression” was derived from a validated emotion suppression scale (Gross and John, 2003). Low emotion suppression does not necessarily suggest elevated emotion expression. Furthermore, there are other equally important emotion regulation strategies that were not included in the parent study, such as cognitive reappraisal (Gross and John, 2003; John and Gross, 2004). Psychological resilience has also been conceptualized as a tendency to experience elevated positive emotions (Tugade et al., 2004) and a greater sense of control (Agrigoroaei and Lachman, 2011; Lachman and Agrigoroaei, 2010). Thus understanding how emotion regulation ties in with these components of psychological resilience is an important direction for research.

Fifth, while significant, social connections, emotion regulation and health behaviors contribute minimally to the variation in telomere length (1% of total variation). However, given that in most studies, as expected, the major predictor of telomere shortening is chronological age, and that age accounts for only 4% of the variation in the current study, it is not surprising that resiliency accounts for less than age. Thus, multisystem resiliency accounts for 25% of the effect of age. Furthermore, perhaps these combined effects are stronger in a healthy population.

Sixth, while the effect of current depression on telomere length was moderated by multisystem resiliency it is unknown if those with recurrent depression over the lifetime are also protected by such a profile.

Finally, the Heart and Soul Study included older, predominantly male, population with heart disease and the results may not be generalizable to other populations.

7. Summary

Major depressive disorder is often associated with diseases of aging and various biomarkers associated with risk for disease development, such as shorter LTL. The current study suggests that associations of MDD and biological outcomes should be examined within a psychosocial and behavioral context that encompasses multiple indicators of resiliency. We found that multisystem resiliency, comprised of the essential features of emotion regulation, social connections, and health behaviors, was significantly associated with longer telomere length and moderated the association of depression and telomere length. Many studies show that psychosocial and behavioral factors alter relationships between depression and biology, and our findings suggest that our current understanding of depression–disease links may be stronger or only present in those with unhealthy lifestyles, poor social ties, and maladaptive emotion regulatory skills. Previously obscured results may be revealed by considering such a multisystem, moderation analysis, and may propel us to better understand the biology of aging.
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